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Chapter 1

The Book Speaks

O h dear! Another primitive human has decided to open me 
up. Since you barbaric meat-based automatons have likely 
never read a living book, please be careful with me. I am 

not made from dead tree parts and I especially do not appreciate being 
slammed shut, ever!

You are not an advanced human like a Child of  Sophista, so 
you are undoubtedly disoriented by my glorious presentation, though 
I think most humans are permanently disoriented at birth. I shall en-
deavor to help you understand a few things about what it is like to be a 
Child of  Sophista. I doubt you will understand, but I will try to explain 
anyway.

Unlike you solitary humans, who pride yourselves on being iso-
lated, lonely creatures, Children of  Sophista are very closely bonded to 
each other. They have a large number of  ways to share thoughts. 

	Do you see that little diamond-shaped bullet at the 
beginning of  this sentence? Think of  it as a sharing 
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indicator. Children of  Sophista call it linking. A link 
allows the Children of  Sophista not only to share their 
thoughts, but also to share the visions and feelings 
that go along with their experiences. Humans don’t 
seem to share anything, so please try to stretch your 
simple mind so that you might understand. Linking 
requires physical contact between the Children 
of  Sophista. The computers that the Children of  
Sophista and other sentient races use (humans don’t 
quite qualify as sentient yet) allow physical contact for 
the purpose of  linking. This allows the computer to 
play visual records directly into a Child of  Sophista’s 
brain. The closest analogy your limited mentality can 
understand is that horrible term, ‘virtual reality’.

When I write in bold like this, it means 
that I am displaying the telepathic com-
munications between Children of Sophista. 
You primitive humans cannot perceive any-
thing said telepathically, so you have no 
clue that it exists. A Child of Sophista 
can speak to another Child of Sophista 
by simply thinking. To use an analogy 
primitive enough for you to understand, 
it’s rather like a radio broadcast. Any 
telepathic creature close by can hear the 
transmitted thoughts. A telepath can also 
beam their thoughts to another telepath 
that is very far away, perhaps even light 
years away. Telepaths near the receiving 
telepath can hear too. Just in case you 
have been influenced by your primitive hu-
man physics, telepathic transmissions do 
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reach the other person nearly instanta-
neously over large distances. I won’t ex-
plain how it works; your mind would melt.

	If you see something written like this with a diamond-
shaped bullet at the beginning, it means that a Child of 
Sophista or a computer is sharing a previously observed 
telepathic conversation.

	If you see a round bullet at the beginning, like this one, 
it means that the creatures speaking are using a pri-
vate telepathic channel that only they can hear. Any 
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telepaths outside of the channel cannot hear this form 
of telepathic communication. I will not explain further 
because I know you are incapable of understanding. 

You humans may find it a bit disconcerting, but Children of  
Sophista can travel to places simply by thinking about where they want 
to go. The Children of  Sophista call it jaunting; stupid humans call it 
scary. 

The little winged Saeshells have been zipping around Earth for 
4,000 years with humans never seeing them. The Saeshells easily fool 
your brain. Sometimes you think they are ghosts. Meanwhile, they are 
buzzing around your bedroom at night whispering suggestions into 
your weak mind. Every day is a new day for you humans because, using 
their whispers, the Saeshells have changed how you think about things. 

For reasons that escape me, the Children of  Sophista do care 
about traveling with their human friends; they have invented a device 
called a matter-transporter, which can send humans and other baggage 
to any place the Child of  Sophista wants them to go. I know where I 
would send most humans, but that is beside the point. 

You humans are proud of  your cunning, but I am The Saeshell 
Book of  Time; I am recording everything that you are doing while you 
have me open. Everyone else who reads me will know what you have 
done. So don’t slam me or try to rip out my pages. I can create new 
pages anytime I want. In case you were thinking of  other destructive 
means to cloak your activity (I know you humans fill the hours of  your 
barely conscious existence thinking of  new ones), you should know 
that I am always attended by an invisible Saeshell. There is one flutter-
ing near your head right now. If  you think of  giving your destructive 
thoughts action, he will turn the insides of  your skull into charcoal.
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Chapter 2

The First Gifted Fairy

L ittle Stefan says to his mother, “Where is Daddy, Mummy? Isn’t 
he going to tuck me in? I thought of  some more aliens to tell 
him about.” Stefan’s sparkling blue eyes capture the faint light in 

his bedroom, giving one the feeling he could illuminate the walls with 
his imagination. His small first-grade frame squirms in the bed as if  
struggling to be released from his bedroom at the highest point above 
the bookstore, to float free among the stars of  the nighttime sky. His 
long brown-tinged translucent hair seemed to float up in response to 
his fidgety movements, scattering the glow from his reading lamp into 
mysterious, barely perceptible rainbow patterns on his bedroom walls.

Stefan’s mother has used her fairy talents to make her human 
husband sleep so he won’t interfere with the atrocity she is about to 
commit on her son. Little does she know, her husband has contrib-
uted more than Stefan’s enthusiastic boyishness to their child. Atreyeu 
made sure of  that. “Mummy has a special book to read to you tonight. 
I read some to Daddy earlier. It made him fall asleep after a while. Now 
I want to read the special book to you.”
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“Is this a new book from your shop?” asks Stefan. “Is that where 
you got it?”

“No, baby, this book is too special to be put in my store. It is the 
book that Mum got your name from.”

“What’s it called? What’s it called, Mummy?”
“It’s called The Book of  Time.”
“What does it mean?”
“It means that the book contains all that was and all that will be, if  

things happen correctly.” 
Stefan’s mother has learned to manipulate The Book of  Time. She 

makes it display a future in which the fairies are the dominant species. 
To cement that future, she would infect her gentle artistic prodigy with 
the book’s derision. Stefan, the most powerful and most love-filled 
fairy ever conceived, is about to be used as a tool by the woman who 
bore him. Unknown to her, no one truly controls the book. The book 
controls those who read it. 
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“Is it a long book?” asks Stefan, his fidgeting becoming an almost 
frenetic rattling as his excitement builds. No book has ever been spe-
cial enough for his mum to read to him at bedtime. 

“Well, that depends. If  things happen the way they are supposed to, 
it can be a very long book. But if  things don’t happen correctly then 
poof, the book ends.” Although she loves her son, nothing drives her 
more fiercely than the need to free the fairies from Saeshell domina-
tion. She knows that if  she reads the book to Stefan, he will be bound 
by it forever. She sells her son into slavery in the hopes of  realizing her 
ambitions—ambitions of  leading the fairies to independence. 

“I hope things happen correctly. I like long books. Does it have 
fairies and magic and stuff?”

“It might, if  the story proceeds as it should.”
“I hope the story happens correctly, Mummy. I like fairies. Does it 

have a boy like me in it?”
“Why yes, baby, a little boy named Stefan and he is a sweet little boy 

just like you.” She knows her son lives in a state of  continual loneliness. 
Everyone fears his talents or thinks him an odd boy. Sometimes she 
uses his loneliness to bait him. 

Little Stefan sits up and gives his mum a kiss on her cheek.
“Thank you, baby. I love you too.” She gives him a viper’s kiss.
“Does Stefan have lots of  friends?”
“Yes he does. And they are best mates. The first two friends the 

book illuminates are Ty and Tyco. They have to get ready for a special 
ceremony. They will have to make big promises. They must learn the 
history of  the Children of  Sophista so they understand the promises. 
Oh dear, if  I keep talking, I’ll give everything away. Let’s read the book. 
Let me see. I have to be careful where I put my finger when I open it. 
I have to open it at just the right page. There it is.” 

She opens the book to the chapter labeled “Destiny” and begins 
to read the poisonous words sealing his fate. Little does she know that 
the book and Atreyeu, the true master of  time, have conspired for 
a different fate. For though she bore Stefan, Stefan was not just her 
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child, but the seed of  the most powerful being in the universe. His 
future love and he would be the first two of  their kind. They and their 
future children would forever control the fate of  all races in the uni-
verse; they would be the seed of  a race supreme over all.
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 Chapter 3

Destiny

E lof2 waits alone in the Haven, standing near one of  the Guard-
ian Interface terminals. Paul7 stands quietly beside him, won-
dering what is going through his mind. Over the last eight 

weeks that Paul7 has been his bodyguard, he feels almost as if  Elof2 
is his father. He worries, as if  he is a son worrying about a parent, 
whether or not Elof2 will be happy in his new shepherding role. 

The Haven’s Gothic ceiling arches are barely lit by the glow from 
the Guardian Interface terminals and from the fake sky display of  the 
holographic ceiling in the sofa area nearby. Despite its shadowy appear-
ance, the Haven is one of  the few happy places for the Earth’s emerg-
ing telepaths, known now as the Children of  Sophista. It is an under-
ground refuge where the Children of  Sophista and their Sophistan 
advisors can behave as they normally would, instead of  maintaining 
the primitive human façade required as they walk among the present-
day humans of  Earth.

The Guardian Interface looks similar to a contemporary umbrella-
covered patio table. It consists of  a blue stone-like ring emitting a 
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faint blue glow from within. The ring floats above the floor at the 
perfect height for the six shiny stainless steel bar stools that surround 
it. Through the small hole that forms the center of  the ring, a black 
hexagonal crystal extends from the floor to near the ceiling. At the top 
six triangular panels, made of  the same glowing stone as the ring, each 
has one of  their apexes embedded in one side of  the hexagonal crystal. 
The six panels are angled slightly downward, making them look like 
an umbrella. Three Guardian Interface terminals currently adorn the 
Haven, arranged in a triangular pattern in the immense, largely empty 
main room. 

Tova2 and Stefan materialize near Elof2 but remain invisible. Paul7 
detects their presence but respects his leaders’ wish to remain in hiding. 
Stefan’s seventh-grade frame is a mass of  motion. He flaps his blue 
jean jacket with its orange-pyramid-embroidered cuffs and collar as if  
he is a bird about to take flight. Tova2’s jacket, embroidered with pink 
pyramids, remains stationary as her cool nineteen-year-old genius intel-
lect examines and dissects Elof2’s mind in an admiring way. Twenty-
year-old Elof2 is dressed in black jeans and wearing deck shoes that 
appear to have worn out decades ago. A silver spiral galaxy overprinted 
with a large question mark adorns the front of  his black T-shirt. The 
slogan at the bottom reads, “The mysteries of  your mind scare me.” 
His Asian, black, bowl-cut hair, with its bright red streaks, and his fidg-
ety demeanor complete his somewhat otherworldly outcast look.

	“Not the most inspiring look for a teacher,” remarks 
Stefan. 

	“Your prim-and-proper UK roots are showing, dear,” 
responds Tova2. “Besides, you’re the one who made 
him teach these kids.”

	“He cares deeply about kids. And he loves to tutor.”

	“Yes, he took pretty good care of you.”

	“And then I killed him.” Stefan becomes slightly sullen.
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	“Babe, when are you going to stop torturing yourself? 
You couldn’t control what happened. You have my 
love for the rest of our immortality. Am I no longer 
enough?”

	“I killed you too.”

	“Stop it. I hate when you have one of your sullen teen 
episodes. I’ll be glad when your human half outgrows 
this.”

	“You like me this way.” Stefan raises his hand and 
points his palm at Tova2. She instantly meets his palm 
with hers. Waves of pleasure wash across their faces. 

	After several minutes, Tova2 breaks their link. “Can 
you function now?”

	Stefan gives her a big grin. “I function quite well.”

	Tova2 lets slip an embarrassed smile and looks down 
at her palm. “Yes, I can tell. Are you going to be able 
to fix him?”

	“Probably. I’ll give him the innocent eyes. He’s a suck-
er for them.”

Elof2 is startled by Stefan’s unexpected appearance. Elof2 has a 
flash of  memory depicting Stefan as a sweet, innocuous little boy with 
brown-tinged translucent hair and innocent blue eyes. Stefan, the shy, 
artistic child prodigy—quite a difference from his current command-
ing figure: his bright gold eyes and faded brown hair, containing bright 
blue, red, and platinum blond streaks. There is also the little matter 
that this seventh-grade boy could lay waste to the entire surface of  the 
Earth or vaporize everything around him with a casual thought. No 
warning, just searing pain and poof, it’s all gone. 

Stefan looks up at Elof2 like a fearful child talking to a parent. 
“From seventy-three light years away, I can feel your anxiety, Elof2. I 
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have the utmost confidence that you will be able to provide the neces-
sary education to these two new children.”

“I didn’t do so well when I helped you,” worries Elof2. “You 
had such a rough road becoming a Sophistan. The stakes are higher 
for these kids. I worry that my ineptitude will result in them being 
euthanized.”

	Stefan thinks to Tova2, “You wouldn’t really euthanize 
these kids, would you?”

	“I must, if he makes a mess of things.”

	“You know I hate to lie. You want me to give him a 
false sense of confidence. How cruel.”

	“Well at least I won’t be randomly killing everyone 
around me.”

	“Shut it.”

“I was hoping that the love Tova2 and I have for you might 
strengthen you,” muses Stefan. “Your love has strengthened both of  
us many times. But you are perhaps the most cynical Sophistan-human 
to ever have lived. Sometimes it holds you back. I think we need to 
work on it a bit. Link with me now.”

Stefan extends his arms out horizontally with his hands pointing 
upwards and his small palms pointed toward Elof2. Elof2 carefully 
aligns his overwhelmingly larger hands to Stefan’s and touches palms. 

	Stefan sees the repeated image of  a blinding white 
light with black skeleton shadows; he hears the 
screaming of  two children being disintegrated. Next, 
Elof2 and he are standing on a desert salt flat with 
two piles of  dust at their feet; the piles appear to be 
Ty and Tyco. Ty and Tyco’s lifeless faces slowly dis-
integrate as their piles of  dust are blown away by the 
wind.
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	“His mind is unbelievably twisted,” comments Stefan. 
“Is this what happens when people love you?”

	“Stefan!”

	“Elof2,” begins Stefan, “you should have been an 
artist. I have never seen something as fanciful as what 
your fears have produced. I don’t think you have ever 
been to a salt flat, have you?”

	“No, not really,” mentally mumbles Elof2.

	“Well,” declares Stefan, “you have shown me yours, 
it’s time for me to show you mine.”

	In the middle of  the salt flat, a medical treatment 
table appears. Stefan is on it, screaming, while Elof  
and Tova are frantically working. Suddenly, Elof2’s 
perspective changes and he is inside Stefan’s body; he 
is the one on the table. The pain is muted from what it 
was for Stefan; still, it felt as if  numerous daggers had 
been stuck into his brain and then randomly played 
with. Yet even stronger than the pain is the glow of  
love and confidence Stefan felt when he looked at 
Elof  and Tova. Stefan strongly pushes the feeling of  
the filial love he felt for Elof. 

	“You see, Elof2, you saved me when I was dying. 
And you were only Elof, ‘The Boy Genius of  Silicon 
Valley’, not Elof2, the Sophistan-human. You faced an 
extremely challenging situation and succeeded beau-
tifully. In many ways, it was more challenging than 
what you now face with these two boys.”

	“Liar.”

	“Please Tova2!”

	“I like it when you beg.”
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	Stefan continues, “I’m here. I am alive. I can do so 
much more than I could when you first met me. I 
think you forget about your past successes. Perhaps, 
if  you start keeping a journal, it will help you to main-
tain some perspective on the present-day challenges.” 

	“He can document your atrocities,” snipes Tova2.

	“I’m going to cry,” moans Stefan, reminded of his past 
horrors.

	“Crying is one of your irresistible traits. Let’s get this 
finished quickly.”

Elof2 begins to feel someone stroking his hair and he breaks the 
link; standing in front of  him is Tova2. She reaches out, giving him 
a long hug. As they break their embrace, Tova2 points her finger at 
Elof2; a big spark leaps from the finger, jolting him a little bit. “You 
know, Elof2,” says Tova2 with her bubblicious smile, “I could always 
give you some worse fears to occupy your cynical mind.”

Stefan holds one of  Elof2’s hands with both his small hands, look-
ing up at Elof2 with his young teen eyes. “Remember how much you 
did for children before the change. Just think what you can accomplish 
now.” Stefan lets go of  Elof2’s hand and Tova2 grabs Stefan’s hand 
mid-flight.

“Come on, dear,” says Tova2 to Stefan with a scandalous smile. “I 
have need of  you.” Stefan and Tova2 become invisible. Paul7 turns his 
face away from Elof2 to hide his embarrassed smile; he faintly senses 
the pleasure coming from his leaders. 

	“Wow, babe, you make it hard for me to think straight 
sometimes,” remarks Tova2. 

	“It’s my goal.”

	“So let’s go home.”

	“You can return to Sophista without me,” suggests 
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Stefan. “I want to watch Elof2 for a while. These kids 
are very mysterious and creative. I want to be sure his 
mind isn’t too rigid.”

	“I sense the artist within you coming to their defense.”

	“Maybe.”

	“I’m sure he will be okay. I did loosen him up,” she re-
minds him. “Remember, I made a few changes when 
I cloned Elof.”

	“Because I killed Elof by making him glow in the dark.”

	“Stop it. Sophistan1 demolecularized him, not you.”

	“What else could he do after I made him the walking 
dead?”

	“Babe, if you get depressive again, I’ll make you come 
home with me.”

	He grins. “You can’t.”

	“I’ll love you forever. Does that count?”

	“Yes. Go home. I’ll be there shortly.”

Tova2 sticks her tongue out at Stefan; then she jaunts to Sophista.
“Elof2, I have created your journal and I am ready to record your 

thoughts,” announces the Guardian.
“Thank you, Guardian, fire away,” responds Elof2.

Elof2 says telepathically to the 
Guardian, “It’s ironic. I reached twenty 
years of age thinking I would at last be 
free of people telling me what I have 
to do or what I should do or what I will 
be doing. Now that I have been made im-
mortal by freezing my age at twenty, I 
have become the puppet of an immortal 
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seventh-grade kid, teaching other kids 
how to be good Children of Sophista. 

“As the Great Sophistan would say, my 
fate was dictated by the randomness. Burn 
randomness. I will be around to watch 
stars come and go; yet, some human with a 
bad set of genes could come up behind me 
tomorrow, spear me, and put an end to it. 
When I say I’m immortal, I only mean an 
infinite lifespan. So if someone damages 
my physical body, all that knowledge that 
I have collected over my long lifetime 
gets fed to the worms along with my dead 
brain. Since I am Sophistan-human, and 
thus part crystalline, I’ll probably be 
picked over by the geologists too. Maybe 
I could be an interesting oil formation.”

“I am here to protect you so you don’t have to be brought back,” 
remarks Paul7 out loud, annoyed with the implication that he couldn’t 
protect him.

	“Oh blah blah blah blaaah. What did you do to him?” 
Stefan thinks to Tova2.

	“I didn’t do anything to him. His dad abused him al-
most his entire life. He was a really sweet, sensitive 
boy when he was young.”

	“That’s how you described me.”

	“There are a lot of similarities.”

	“Except he didn’t have my dad. I wish he had.” Tears 
begin streaming down Stefan’s face. “I wish I had him 
now. But I killed him too.” 
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	“Do you want me to come be with you?”

	Stefan quietly, soulfully thinks to Tova2, “No, his mem-
ory will fade again in a minute or two and I will be fine.”

Meanwhile Elof2 continues his log en-
try. “Tova2 could bring me back from one 
of my earlier snapshots and create an 
Elof3. In spite of the Sophistan technol-
ogy, I think that each echo is fainter 
and each rebirth more insipid than the 
previous copy. The Great Sophistan must 
feel the same way since he alters each 
copy to be slightly more evolved.”

	“Could I demolecularize him and you bring him back 
with my dad’s memories?” begs Stefan.

	“No, dear. He wouldn’t be Elof. His father’s memories 
define him, as did yours.”

Stefan, still sad, shakes slightly as he watches Elof2 continue his 
drill. He struggles to keep control of  his emotions. Many days, he feels 
as if  his mind is running away on an out-of-control rocket and he is 
just a spectator.

“Elof2, did you hear me?” Paul7 asks.

“Yes,” acknowledges Elof2, “and I am 
being protected by an immortal kid whose 
age is frozen at nine years old and 
who can shoot lightning bolts from his 
fingertips.”

“And is 1,300 years old…” adds Paul7.

“Yes, yes, I know, and he is 1,300 
years old and has seen the horrors of the 
universe. Perhaps that is why his eye-
lids are stained black, unlike the other 
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Paul’s blue stained eyelids. And he has 
the most evil smile I have ever seen. I 
am looking at him standing here. A cute 
little blue-eyed blond-haired boy who 
should be some mom’s darling. He looks 
like he should be out on the playground 
somewhere eating ice cream.”

“Paul25 says ice cream tastes good,” comments Paul7.
“He would know. So why haven’t you tried it?” asks Elof2.
Paul7 puts his arms behind him like an embarrassed child. “It 

seems pointless to try it since I can’t utilize food. It would just cost 
energy to disintegrate it.”

“Is there more, Elof2?” inquires the Guardian.
“Yes, Guardian.” Unconsciously Elof2 begins to pace slowly, cir-

cling the Guardian Interface. His memories are painful. Stefan begins 
to get fidgety. He can’t stand to see him relive the painful memories. 
But he doesn’t know what he can do that won’t totally undermine 
Elof2’s confidence.

“So getting back to randomness and 
fate: I grew up in Silicon Valley where 
the press called me ‘The Boy Genius of 
Silicon Valley’. I don’t know why. Well, 
maybe it was those seventeen inventions 
I made before I was sixteen. Other people 
just called me a blue-eyed Chinese freak 
or a polluter of racial purity. They were 
stupid, like most humans are, since my 
ancestors came from Tibet, not China. Of 
course, the people of eastern China don’t 
have any great love for people from Tibet 
or the western provinces.”

“Guardian, how long before Ty and Tyco are supposed to show 
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up?” asks Elof2. He is rapidly circling the interface. 
“You have about ten more minutes, Elof2,” answers the Guardian.

“Now what can I say about Ty and Tyco. 
Ty is a third-grader from Cambridge here 
in the UK. He is small for his age and 
pretty skinny. With his curly blond hair 
and strangely mottled blue eyes, he looks 
like he should be a fairy out of some 
child’s storybook. He is very fearful 
and shy, always claiming he hears ghosts 
talking to him. Professor Kettil and I 
can’t figure it out.”

Just then Queen Anashivalia appears, startling Elof2. She looks 
at him, eyebrows raised in motherly fashion. “Elof2, don’t you ever 
relax?”

	“Oh boy, now the queen is interfering,” sends Stefan to 
Tova2 on Sophista. “I’ll never get anything done.”

	“I can hear you!” chides the queen.

	“Dumb!” responds Tova2. “You know she can hear our 
private channel.”

Elof2 turns to the queen. “I haven’t been relaxed since Stefan stuck 
me with this job.

“Oh give over, Elof2; you know you want this job. I know you love 
those two children and would worry if  someone else was teaching 
them. And stop worrying about becoming cruel like your father. There 
is no chance of  that.”

“Do you ever stay out of  people’s heads?” asks Elof2. His appear-
ance shrinks from that of  a twenty-year-old genius to one of  a little 
boy squirming under the thumb of  a disciplining teacher. 

“Why would I do that? Though, with the stuff  going on in yours … 
well it is a bit of  an odd feeling,” the queen admits.
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“Hmm… odd…” mumbles Elof2.
“Yes, odd because you waste half  of  your brain power worrying 

that you are peculiar. And no, I didn’t come here just to torment you. 
I want you to be careful when dealing with Ty. Elof2! He is not some 
hidden monster in disguise. Yes, I would tell you. Yes, I know what 
he is but you can’t know until the ceremony. It will definitely not be 
a waste of  time. I never realized how much you want a child of  your 
own. Hmm.” Anashivalia pauses in thoughtful contemplation. She 
wonders how she missed this thought in the past. She begins to speak, 
choosing her words carefully as if  she is a politician. “Elof2, some-
times kids needing parenting can be found where you least expect it.” 
She looks down at Paul7. “Take care of  our paranoid teacher. I think 
he needs your watchful eye.”

Paul7 gives her a huge smile. Even though Elof2 is oblivious to 
the queen’s subtle meaning, Paul7 is fully aware of  it. “I will watch him 
as if  he is my own father, my queen.” Queen Anashivalia smiles and 
disappears.

“Do you wish to continue?” asks the Guardian. 
Elof2 pauses a moment, then he shrugs. “Yes, Guardian, there is 

a little more.”

	“Oblivious as always,” Stefan snipes. “He is the thick-
est genius I’ve ever known.”

	Tova2 shakes her head. “That’s because you don’t 
get out much, dearest.”

Elof2 continues, “Tyco was born to 
be a hunter and predator. He is a tall, 
extremely muscular fifth-grade boy who 
boasts that he descends from the Mayans. 
His eyes are brown with bright gold cen-
ters and streaks of gold shoot like rays 
from the center into the dark brown edges. 
He has dark brown hair that is a little 
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longer in the back; it is bound into a 
short ponytail midway up. Tyco lives with 
his parents in Tucson, Arizona. He had 
an unpleasant habit of practicing his 
talents by exploding rabbits out in the 
desert. Paul7 and I convinced him not to 
use his talents until he has been prop-
erly trained.
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“Tyco seems to have become Ty’s pro-
tector. I am somewhat concerned that if 
he becomes overly defensive of Ty, some-
thing unfortunate might occur.

“My job is to teach these two the his-
tory of Sophista and the Children of 
Sophista as quickly as possible. Then I 
am to bring them and perhaps their over-
whelmed human parents to Sophista, to par-
ticipate in a special ceremony. Neither 
Stefan nor Tova2 will give me the details 
of the ceremony. Log entry ends.”

“Thank you, Elof2,” says the Guardian. “It will make both Stefan 
and Tova2 immensely happy that you have started your journal.”

“Whatever makes the supreme couple happy,” retorts Elof2. 

	“What a brown-noser,” remarks Stefan.

	“Wish you were,” responds Tova2.

	“I don’t have to be. I have the only magic hand.”

	She sighs. “Don’t I know it.”

“Where are the two boys anyway?” asks Elof2 impatiently. “Are you 
sure they are able to locate the Haven correctly?” He begins pacing in 
a circle around the Guardian Interface.

“Tyco seems to have perfected his jaunting, so I am sure he knows 
the way to the Haven,” the Guardian assures him.

Paul7 stands in Elof2’s path, stopping one of  his orbits. He looks 
up into Elof2’s eyes with a cute and caring smile. Elof2 stops, smiling 
with an almost childish grin, a momentary ray of  sunshine across his 
gloomy face from a deeply submerged, shining child. But the ray of  
sunshine is only momentary, as the clouds of  cynicism soon return.

Tyco materializes, wearing his paradoxical expression of  high-
intensity focus combined with a casual smile, indicating he is ready for 
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the adventures of  life. 
“Hey, Elof2. Where is Ty?” asks Tyco. Though Tyco always attempts 

to display a warrior-like façade, his looks betray that he cares deeply for 
Ty, as if  Ty is a fragile younger brother. 

“He is supposed to be here already,” responds Elof2.
“It seems he is ready but a little reluctant to jaunt by himself,” 

announces the Guardian. “Shall I matter-transport him instead?”
“Don’t bother,” barks Tyco. “I am going to kick his wimpy butt.” 

Tyco’s belligerence hides his anxiousness to have Ty’s safety under his 
control again.

“Now Tyco, be careful not to pop in and scare his father…”
The boy disappears before Elof2 can finish the sentence, reappear-

ing after a few minutes, holding Ty’s hand. Ty has the appearance of  a 
child ripped from a womb, very much a metaphor for the brutal way 
he entered the world. He sees the world largely as a dangerous, brutal 
place, preferring to stay in the cocoon of  music and frantically ador-
ing love his dad had created for him. Now he has learned that he must 
enter the outside world, with his innocence soon to be extinguished by 
fate of  genetics and birth.

“You two go over to the Guardian Interface,” instructs Elof2. “We 
are all going to link in a minute. I am going to tell you the story and 
the Guardian is going to play some of  the visual records.” Sometimes 
Elof2 feels as if  he is an artificially intelligent tool similar to the 
Guardian. Though he feels as if  he is truly Elof, his cool logical intel-
lectual side tells him that he is a contrivance beamed into existence by a 
computer, conjured from the remnants of  Elof  as he lay slowly dying 
from radiation poisoning. 

“So, like, you are going to tell us the big story and it’s going to be 
like TV is on inside our heads?” asks Tyco.

“Except that it will be like you’re standing in the room with the 
people,” says Elof2. 

“So how does the Guardian know all this stuff?” asks Tyco. “It’s 
not like he was there.”
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“The Guardian has access to the Sophistan Hall of  Memories,” 
reveals Elof2. “Every Sophistan’s mind sends everything it sees there. 
For acutely interesting events, the Sophistan probe in orbit around 
Earth can scan areas in such detail that it seems as if  one is there. They 
use that ability when they scan the Earth for new Children of  Sophista 
or for another Peter to appear.”

“Another Peter?” queries Tyco.
“You will have to wait for the story to explain who he is,” Elof2 

responds.
Tyco feels like his whole life has been about waiting. His teachers 

at his old school used to make him wait for everything. Wait for the 
lesson he desperately wanted, wait to go explore life in his desert, wait, 
wait, wait…

Ty says with big eyes, “Does this mean that the satellite is recording 
Tyco when he picks his nose or when his mum is kissing him or when 
he is getting dressed or…”

“Yes Ty, but you won’t get access to that,” answers Elof2. “Only 
the Pauls can see that and even then, Tonya, the Sophistan computer, 
probably wouldn’t allow access without Tyco’s permission.”

“Would it show Ty cowering in the corner at night because of  
ghosts?” asks Tyco with a smile. 

Ty shudders. “Don’t say that, the ghosts might come.”
Tyco just sits there, staring at Ty.
“Stop looking at me like that!” exclaims Ty. “I feel like you’re going 

to have me for dinner.”
“Well, actually,” mocks Tyco, “I was like thinking more of  dessert, 

you know, like an ice cream sundae with two blueberries on top.”
“You two cut it out,” chides Elof2. “You are supposed to maintain 

your discipline, as if  you are in school.”
Elof2 slowly starts to orbit the interface. Ty and Tyco look at each 

other and smile as if  they are planning their next mischief. Sensing that 
someone is watching them, they both look toward Paul7, who is staring 
at them intensely. He is smiling evilly; his hands are close together with 
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the palms almost touching. Barely perceptible to the boys and hidden 
from Elof2, a web of  very fine sparks leap back and forth between his 
palms. The boys immediately become serious. Paul7 lowers his arms 
to his sides and positions himself  to block Elof2’s orbit. Elof2 stops in 
his tracks, looking down at Paul7’s mischievous smile. He grins, slightly 
embarrassed, then proceeds to gather his thoughts for his impending 
lecture. 

Invisible, Stefan grabs his Paul medallion to establish a private 
communication channel with Paul7. 

	“Thanks for protecting his mind as well as his body.”

	“Someone has to, Great Stefan. His father’s abuse 
made sure he is always vulnerable.”

Stefan’s sadness about his father begins to rise.

	“Don’t be sad, Great Stefan. You were a great son and 
he made sure you will one day be a great king.”

	“He’s right,” adds Tova2.

	“I don’t feel great.”

	“That’s because all that excessive love you received 
damaged you, my dear.”

	“Tova2!”
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Chapter 4

The Sophistans

“S o what’s the lesson, Teach?” asks Tyco. “Or do I have to 
wait for that too,” he thinks. 

	“Tyco is bored,” Stefan informs Tova2.

	“Interesting. I know his mind works a little different be-
cause of the lizard genes. Let’s get a Peter to press 
him while he is on Sophista.”

	“You love their minds more than mine.”

	“You can put that one on your list of petty jealousies to 
outgrow, my love.”

“The first lesson,” explains Elof2, “is going to show the origin of  
the Sophistans and elucidate their initial efforts to engineer humans.”

“Oh you mean like the lizards engineered me?” remarks Tyco.
“Actually, now that I think about it,” muses Elof2, “the very early 

days of  the Sophistans engineering humans were as brutal as the liz-
ards’ efforts. But later, they wanted to avoid their designs being sub-
jected to uncontrolled randomness. They wanted to control everything 
that happened. Do either of  you know what randomness means?”
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“It’s like how Ty decides what to say?” asks Tyco. Tyco loves his 
mental jousting with his surrogate younger brother. It prevents bore-
dom from overtaking him. 

Ty smiles, pointing to his eye. “It’s what determines the direction 
of  Tyco’s socks when he puts them on.” Ty can sense Tyco’s brotherly 
love and chooses to play along to reward him.

“Let’s have a more precise definition,” says Elof2, “though I like 
your answer, Ty. If  you create a plan and then follow the plan very 
carefully, observing what happens along the way, then it’s likely you 
will get a deterministic result, the opposite of  randomness. If  you 
don’t plan how things go or you don’t watch and control how events 
take place, then you get a random result. In other words, you’re not 
quite sure how things will turn out. If  Tyco doesn’t carefully look at 
which way his socks are going on, Ty could reach out from under the 
bed and flip Tyco’s socks around so that the heels face forward. Then 
Tyco couldn’t predict which way his socks would end up every day, 
unless he started observing carefully.”

Tyco glares at Ty causing him to laugh loudly. Ty is somewhat 
embarrassed because unknown to everyone, he sometimes does jaunt 
to Tyco’s house at night to check on Tyco’s dreams. He tries to keep 
away the nightmares of  the lizards torturing Tyco. 

Elof2 continues, “The Sophistans were created in a different 
universe than ours. Their universe was mostly energy and not much 
matter. So if  this room was in the energy universe, the room would be 
all light with just a few things floating around blocking the light. Since 
it is in the matter universe, everything is solid with just a little light 
illuminating it. Do either of  you know what the Sophistans ate in the 
energy universe?”

Ty and Tyco stare blankly. Eating is one of  the things that Ty finds 
depressing. Every time he ingests matter into his body, it almost makes 
him cry to realize he ended something’s life to continue his. He tries 
to comfort himself  by eating things the Guardian has materialized. 
Still, the feelings sometimes wash over him, scaring him. He doesn’t 
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understand where these feelings come from or why he has them. Life 
was so much simpler, so much more comforting, when he only lived 
his dad’s cocoon. 

“We are in the matter universe and we, well at least humans and 
other matter beings, eat matter, right?” says Elof2.

“So they eat energy?” suggests Tyco tentatively. He can’t imagine 
eating something that wasn’t killed. His palm beam made sure the 
desert was a veritable convenience store stocked full of  roasted rabbit 
and sizzling lizard.

“Correct, give the kid a star.” Elof2 smiles. “Or more precisely, give 
the Sophistans a star’s worth of  energy because that is what they ate. 
So how did they get that energy?”

Tyco frowns. “They burned something?”
“They made a battery?” guesses Ty.
“Ty’s answer is the closest; gold star for you,” says Elof2.
“I can’t have gold stars, only blue stars,” Ty remarks mischievously. 

Sometimes he feels he runs on batteries. Yet, if  he does, why does he 
have to eat? He wishes he could talk to Paul25. Maybe he could answer 
the questions. So many questions, but Neshalia, his invisible Saeshell 
nanny, will only answer some of  them. 

Elof2 shrugs. “Whatever.” Ty’s excessive little-boy cuteness raises a 
swell of  anxiety inside Elof2. He is already growing very attached to Ty 
and Tyco; yet he could be the one ordering their execution. He tries to 
focus on giving the lesson. “So if  you look at, say, electricity, it comes 
from somewhere and it desperately wants to get somewhere. There are 
places in the energy universe that energy wants to get to as quickly as 
possible. So the Sophistans learned how to bend space. The bend brings 
the energy close to places it wants to be. As the energy travels quickly, 
just like cars on a toll road, it pays a toll to the Sophistans. The Sophistans 
got rich with energy; it was as if  they were connected to a battery. Since 
there was so much food, pretty soon there were a lot of  Sophistans.”

“Sophistan1 was one of  the first sixteen,” recounts Ty. “They were 
all born at once. It was as if  a great flower bloomed in the energy 
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universe. Sixteen twins, all together, having fun.” It is a peaceful 
thought Ty holds onto, a serene plane above the horror of  his own 
birth. 

	“Sophistan1 never told me he was a twin,” complains 
Stefan. “I wish I had a twin. He would understand me.”

	“Doubt it. You are unique.” Tova2 swells the link with 
her warmth. “It’s one reason I love you.”

	“I know.”

	“Do you love me?”

	“Oh, uh, you are quite logical. And the best toy in my 
box.”

	“Shut up,” Tova2 retorts. “I hate your teen meanness. 
Come home.”

	“See, made you miss me. It’s why I love you. You’re 
the only one who misses me since I killed my dad.”

	“Stop it. You are such a manipulator.” Underneath her 
tough intellectual facade, Tova2 is extremely con-
cerned. Not only is Stefan the only mate she could 
have, but their energy part is fused into one. They are 
each other’s source of immortal life.

Meanwhile, Elof2 is surprised. “How do you know that Sophistan1 
is a twin? I didn’t even know that, if  what you say is true.”

“My ghosts told me,” explains Ty. “And I can’t lie, so it’s true.”
“If  you can’t lie, then did you flip my socks?” asks Tyco.
“At several points in time in the universe, your socks were flipped,” 

smirks Ty. “And I had a close eye on them so I could see that they were 
flipped. But it was random for you because you never look.”

“I know some politicians who talk like you,” comments Elof2.
Ty sits there with a big smile and an innocent storybook fairy look. 

He likes to frustrate Tyco. He knows too that frustrating Tyco will 
keep him mentally present.
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	“Did I ever charm people like Ty?” wonders Stefan.

	“You charmed me.” Through the link, Stefan feels 
Tova2’s profound passion for him.

	“Even when I was a child, your body knew we were 
already the only two of our kind. It’s not the same.”

	“Your mom has always loved you.” Tova2 tries to calm 
his insecurity.

	“Not like my dad. I was always her tool.”

	“I’ve seen into her mind. You have always been her 
cherished son. Even after you killed your dad and re-
ceived your gifts.” Tova2 despises herself for telling 
her love what is necessary for him to hear. She hopes 
he doesn’t probe her too deeply and decipher the lie.

	“You intercepted my argument before I thought it 
to you. You are so sneaky.” The child in Stefan still 
craves the protection of a smart woman. He feels that 
he has lost the protection of his mother. 

	“You are sneaky too, my love. Now shut up and watch 
or come home to me.

“So let’s continue,” urges Elof2. “Do either of  you know what the 
Big Bang is?”

“My dad explained it to me,” asserts Tyco. “It’s like when the uni-
verse blew itself  up.”

“The universe is created in a massive explosion called the Big Bang,” 
lectures Elof2. “The universe starts off  looking like, uh, say, cosmic 
oatmeal. As the universe spreads out further and further, it starts to 
get lumpy. The lumps are the stars and planets. Pretty soon there is 
nothing but lumps; just stars and planets. The continuous soup of  the 
oatmeal is gone.

“After trillions of  years, the universe stops expanding. A ball thrown 
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up in the air is pulled back by gravity. Stars and planets, thrown out by 
the Big Bang, are pulled back together again. Gravity pulls them back 
together so tight, it crunches them all back into cosmic oatmeal. The 
gravity gets so strong that it crunches the cosmic oatmeal to a tiny 
dot. When it is the tiniest dot possible, another Big Bang happens and 
starts the universe over again.

“What’s not in the Earth science books is that at the moment of  
the Big Bang, there is a certain randomness that occurs. So after some 
Big Bangs, the universe is a matter universe. After other Big Bangs, it 
is an energy universe.”

“So,” asks Tyco, “why didn’t all the Sophistans blow up when the 
energy universe went bang?”

“That’s a good question,” Elof2 admits. “The answer is that the 
Sophistans outsmarted the universe. They were immortal, so the 
longer they lived, the smarter they got. The first thing they learned 
was that they could link their minds to each other using energy beams 
containing their thoughts. A group of  Sophistans could link and form 
a collective. The collective could act like one giant cluster of  comput-
ers with the energy beams acting like a computer network. Using that 
collective brain capacity, they made a great discovery. 

“They started having so much food that they became free to use 
their space-bending to discover the properties of  space. And what 
they discovered was hyperspace.”

“Hyperspace?” queries Ty. He secretly already knows about hyper-
space, but he prompts Elof2 anyway so that it will get explained to 
Tyco.

“Hyperspace is what allows us to jaunt and to telepathically com-
municate over long distances,” explains Elof2. “The universe is similar 
to a balloon. Hyperspace is inside the balloon. Normally, when we 
want to go somewhere in the universe, we have to go around the out-
side of  the balloon. It’s a long way around the balloon. If  the balloon 
isn’t blown up too much, you can use your finger to poke into the 
balloon and touch two sides of  the balloon together. If  you can poke 
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through the balloon, you can get to the other side of  the balloon with-
out going the long way around.”

Ty becomes alarmed. “Could the universe pop?” His ghosts hadn’t 
explained it this way; Ty hadn’t realized this possibility.

“No,” Elof2 reassures him, “hyperspace is different. It’s similar to 
a balloon that inflates itself. Hyperspace is the universe’s garbage dis-
posal. It sucks you in and grinds you up.”

“I don’t feel like I am being ground up when I jaunt, Teach,” 
remarks Tyco. He hates dumb approximations. It reminds him of  his 
old school filled with violent morons. Tyco feels intensely guilty for 
having participated in the violence; any memory of  it hurts him greatly. 

“When you use hyperspace to jaunt or use telepathy,” lectures Elof2, 
“a tunnel is created. The tunnel protects you. The tunnel is like a straw 
poking through the touching sides of  the balloon. Where the balloon 
sides touch, that is called a spatial intersection.

“If  you could stand in hyperspace and see all the spatial intersec-
tions, it would look like a giant highway intersection; a bunch of  roads 
crossing hyperspace. The present time is not the only time for which 
there are spatial intersections; there are also sets of  spatial intersec-
tions for times in the future and the past.”

Ty’s face lights up with enthusiastic curiosity. “Does that mean you 
could go to different places in time?” He is also curious why his ghosts 
left this bit out.

“Probably,” answers Elof2. “But spatial intersections only occur 
between places close in time. You have to actually travel in hyperspace 
to find an intersection at a different time. That’s something we really 
can’t do.”

“It would be cool to try,” muses Tyco. “I could see whether or not 
Ty flipped my socks.”

Elof2 is amused by Tyco’s enthusiasm. “Not so cool. Tova2 and 
Paul25 tried and didn’t totally succeed. It was a very bad experience. 
Let’s talk about the Sophistans a little more and then I will show you 
what it’s like in hyperspace.”
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“I can’t wait,” says an anxious Tyco. He hates being a passive 
bystander when learning things. He loves shaking things up, decoding 
the ensuing chaos. 

“I can wait,” Ty says in a tiny, wavering voice. He already knows that 
hyperspace a terrible place. His ghosts have told him its true nature. 
As terrified as he is, the ghosts tell Ty he mustn’t share his fears. If  he 
appears overly scared, that would lead to questions; those questions 
might reveal Ty’s true nature. 

“Wimp,” barks Tyco.
Ty wonders how Tyco will react when faced with hyperspace. Will 

he crack? He is intensely afraid something terrible will be done to 
Tyco if  he does. The one constant in all of  the evolutionary phases of  
humans and their descendant life forms is the ability to simply discard 
rather than fix a life form that is deemed defective in some way.

Elof2 continues, “So the Sophistans learned how to tunnel their 
link through hyperspace and connect to other Sophistans very far 
away. Through the energy beam, they could also trade energy with 
each other. Combining their large number of  links with their nearly 
infinite thought storage, the Sophistans amassed a huge amount of  
knowledge. But they could not jaunt. They could not protect their 
bodies from the hyperspace garbage disposal because they couldn’t 
make a jaunting tunnel. I want to give you a true appreciation of  how 
hostile hyperspace is. I want to share a tiny fragment of  what Tova2 
and Paul25 experienced. You two place your hands palm down on the 
Guardian Interface and link. Tyco, do you remember how Ty showed 
you to position your fingers?”

“Yeah, Teach,” answers Tyco. “I’m not suddenly stupid,” he thinks.
Ty experiences a wave of  fear every time he places his hands on the 

Guardian Interface. He fears that the faint tingling of  his fingers will 
turn into excruciating pain as the device sucks the life out of  him. He 
does not trust devices built by humans or their evolutionary descen-
dents. One slight mistake on their part, in what seems to him to be 
primitive technology, could end his short life. It also worries Ty that 
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he can feel Tyco’s aggression heightening every time he is stimulated 
by the device, as if  Tyco is a lizard moving in for the kill. Ty hides his 
sudden startle as he feels the light caress of  an invisible hand brushing 
his hair. 

	For a fraction of  a second, invisible Stefan is linked 
to Ty. “It will be okay, little Ty; I know your story and 
it doesn’t end here. Hide my presence; Elof2 needs 
to build his confidence.” Stefan thinks that if  he had 
a little brother, he would want him to be just like Ty. 
In fact, Ty and Stefan are more closely related than 
people realize. 

	“I know what you’re thinking,” chides Tova2, “and you 
can’t have him. This isn’t your own private petting zoo.”

	“Must you be so hateful?”

	“How hateful is it to be thinking that when you have 
two adopted sons and a little sister. They deserve 
some of your time.”

	“I would never take Ty from his dad. But our fates are 
tied together.”

	“You want to tell me how you arrived at that 
computation?”

	“No.”

Elof2 places his hands on the Guardian Interface and links.

	“Contact made with Elof2, Tyco, and Ty,” announces 
the Guardian.

	“Guardian, show everyone the clip about hyperspace 
that I have prepared,” commands Elof2.

	“Are you sure this is wise, Elof2?” warns the Guardian. 
“The clip is very intense and painful.”

	“Go ahead, Guardian.”
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	Ty and Tyco feel they have been plunged into a frozen 
lake of  total blackness, with only a faint glimmer of  
light illuminating them. Ty, having never experienced 
pain in his entire life, hides his eyes and screams fran-
tically, “Daddy, Daddy, I am so scared. Tyco, save 
me,” only to have the sound absorbed by the black 
void. Ty’s hand begins to sting so badly he lowers 
it to see what could be done; he is horrified to find 
that all that remains are skeleton fingers wrapped in 
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multicolor crystalline fibers. Tyco, while crying from 
the pain, is paradoxically exhilarated by it, feeling a 
ferocious hunger to find and kill whatever is causing 
him to hurt. He is soon thwarted, as he feels his eye-
balls float out of  his skull and off  into hyperspace. 
Elof2, while struggling to maintain his composure, is 
being faced with his nightmare vividly as it appears 
that both Ty and Tyco are dissolving, with the mist 
rising from their bodies being sucked into hyperspace. 
He can bear it no longer.

	“End the clip, Guardian,” commands Elof2.

	“Confirmed Elof2.”

Everyone takes their hands off  of  the Guardian Interface. Tyco is 
badly shaken up; Ty is gently crying. Tyco’s chair floats up off  the floor, 
moves over close to Ty, and sets back down.

Elof2 watches the chair, somewhat surprised. “Well, Tyco, that is 
a new talent.”

Tyco looks down, surprised. “Huh, yeah, I guess it is.” He is scared 
of  what Elof2 and Paul7 might think if  they knew all his talents. 

Tyco puts a hand on Ty’s shoulder. “Come on. Don’t wimp out on 
me now. It wasn’t really like it was happening to us.”

Ty, with tears on his face, says, “I felt with certainty that I was 
there. It hurt so badly. My skin was burning yet I was so cold. It was 
profoundly dark and lonely.”

“Yeah, it looked like smoke was coming up off  my skin,” smirks 
Tyco.

“Hyperspace dissipates all forms of  energy and matter,” lectures 
Elof2. “That smoke was molecules of  protein coming unbound from 
your skin and dispersing. You were dissolving. I showed you this pain-
ful clip because I wanted you to have some sympathy for what the 
Sophistans went through when I tell you what happens next.”
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	“Elof2 is really a mean bastard,” complains Stefan. 
“How could he have played that for them?”

	“You know what the stakes are and what they will 
be expected to go through,” Tova2 remind him. “He 
deeply loves these kids. I think it was exceptionally 
brave of him to show them the recording anyway.”

	“I guess so.” Stefan becomes slightly pensive. “Why 
do I want to become a ruler and suffer all this pain?”

	“So we can fill the universe with our children?”

	He smiles. “Good reason.”

“Why did Tova2 and Paul25 want to get hurt?” asks an uncertain Ty. 
He looks like he wants to curl up in a ball and suck his thumb. 

“Later in the story I will tell you,” says Elof2, softly.
“Why are we learning all this junk, Teach?” Tyco asks. He is annoyed 

by being told to wait for the answer. Secretly, he is a knowledge vampire.  
“I am trying to get you prepared for the ceremony on Sophista,” 

Elof2 explains. “You have to be educated in basic Sophistan history, 
so you will understand what is being said during the ceremony.” Elof2 
tries to hide his stress, for he knows another reason: if  Tyco and Ty 
can’t be taught by the Sophistans to use their talents carefully, Tova2 
will euthanize them. She is required to protect the Earth from danger-
ous and errant life forms.

“Why is the ceremony so important?” asks Tyco.
“At the end of  the ceremony you have to make a promise that binds 

you for all of  eternity. How can you do that if  you don’t understand 
what you are promising?” Elof2’s mind turns briefly melancholy as he 
thinks how the kids will be blown away for eternity if  they don’t learn 
the lesson.

“Besides,” snickers Ty, “education improves the mind. I think Tyco 
need lots of  education.”

“I still think I need dessert,” retorts Tyco.
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“Stop it you two,” barks Elof2. Mentally he is pleading, since he 
knows what the consequences will be if  they don’t focus. “I need to 
get through a bunch of  material today. 

“The Sophistans could not enter hyperspace initially without dying. 
They realized that the universe was collapsing; soon, they would be 
crushed into cosmic oatmeal. They needed to hide in hyperspace until 
after the coming Big Bang.”

	An image of  space appears in the boys’ minds. 
Everywhere, there are blue swirling pools of  light. 
Each of  the pools is joined with its neighbors via 
bright yellow beams of  energy. Space is crisscrossed 
by many of  these yellow beams, creating a yellow 
grid. The boys can sense that they are seeing the 
Sophistans in their native state in the energy universe. 
The beams join their minds and allow them to share 
energy, forming the energy universe into one mas-
sive structure of  bountiful life. Ty realizes that they 
are seeing through Sophistan1’s mind and that he is 
the parent of  many of  the Sophistans nearby. In this 
vibrant population of  intelligent life forms, a very 
dismal discussion is taking place. This collective has 
succeeded in calculating the geometry of  the current 
universe. They realize that relative to the trillions of  
years they have been alive, time is running out. An 
Armageddon, a total destruction of  their form of  life, 
will be upon them very soon; the gravitational forces 
of  the shrinking universe will become strong enough 
to rip all Sophistans apart. 

	They know they can hide in hyperspace. They have 
found a solid material that will shield them from 
its destructive effects. They also know that there is 
no way to collect enough energy in time to make it. 
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Creating matter in the energy universe is similar to 
reversing an atomic explosion; an atomic explosion 
turns a tiny bit of  matter into a massive amount of  
energy in our universe. 

	No matter how they calculate the scenario, the result 
is that they all die. The boys can feel that one of  the 
connected Sophistans is different from the rest. He 
is the one responsible for calculating the geometry 
of  the universe. He is an expert in space bends. Ty 
almost can’t control his emotions. He realizes that 
this Sophistan child of  Sophistan1, in all the ways that 
matter, is the energy universe equivalent of  Stefan. 

Stefan realizes too. He collapses to the floor away from the group, 
quietly crying. He realizes that he is trapped into the same role: one of  
sacrifices and hard choices. He wants to go home to the past where 
things were safe and his parents loved him as a prized child. He could 
choose to withdraw from the harshness of  the world. Now, it is as if  
his parents had permanently locked him out of  the house. 

	The Sophistan child begins glowing brightly. The 
boys hear Sophistan1 repeatedly scream on the 
link, “Cancel! Cancel! Cancel…” The Sophistan 
child, Sophistan27, begins changing color, turn-
ing red, taking on the appearance of  a supernova. 
Sophistan1’s emphatic command for Sophistan27 to 
stop his transformation becomes more desperate. A 
bright red sparkling star ignites where Sophistan27 
was. The yellow beam from Sophistan27 to Sophistan1 
becomes blindingly intense. Then the red star disap-
pears. Sophistan27 has detonated himself, giving all 
his energy to Sophistan1. 
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Stefan begins crying so hard that he almost has a seizure. He shakes, 
twists, and rolls like an earthworm dropped in salt. 

	Tova2 trembles. “Stefan my love…”
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Chapter 5

Survival

T ova2 feels the horror and pain her love is experiencing. Stefan 
feels as if  he is a manufactured replacement for Sophistan1’s 
lost child. His feelings seem irrelevant. He feels he has been 

made as a convenient child sacrifice to fulfill some nefarious theatrical 
plot. Tova2 cannot stand to see him think in such a way. Her eyes begin 
glowing brightly from her distressed emotional state. She can’t wait any 
longer. She prepares to jaunt. 

	Sophistan1 interjects privately, “Leave him alone, 
Tova2. His Sophistan half must get his human frailties 
past this. If it can’t, he can’t be Sophistan and we will 
all surely die.”

Stefan’s eyes begin to glow brightly with a golden luminance as his 
Sophistan half  begins to rein in his human half ’s emotional response. 
He covers his eyes to prevent the glow from giving away that he is 
there. Slowly, he regains control. His eyes return to normal. He stands 
up and walks over to the Guardian Interface where the boys are.
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	“I’m okay, my dear.” Stefan is still shaking slightly. “I 
still feel like the sacrificial lamb.” 

	“We should talk this out some.” Tova2 is constantly 
concerned about Stefan’s stability. She is bitter that 
her love must deal with such issues at his young age.

	“Later. I must watch what transpires here.”

	“I’m proud of him,” Sophistan1 says privately to Tova2. 
“He has succeeded in controlling himself. He is indeed 
very much like the original Sophistan27.” Sophistan1’s 
thoughts feel as if they are a cool narration during a 
dissection.

Elof2 and the boys are unaware of  anything that has transpired. 
They continue watching the feed from the Guardian.

	Sophistan2’s child, Sophistan28, detonates, giving 
all its energy to Sophistan2. The sky becomes filled 
with Sophistan detonations. Sophistan1 through 
Sophistan26, Sophistan29, and Sophistan30 become 
bathed in the warm red glow of  a million Sophistan 
lives extinguishing themselves. In the end, space is 
black and there is just the glow of  these twenty-eight 
Sophistans; the cold emptiness is now silent, devoid 
of  the vibrant voices that filled it moments ago. The 
remaining Sophistans use the donated energy to 
make their protective matter shield; then they enter 
the welcoming coffin of  hyperspace, without com-
ment, totally silent.

	 Soon after they enter hyperspace, the orange glow at 
the distant edge of  perception ceases, signifying the 
death of  the energy universe. The Sophistans sit in 
their tomb of  total darkness, waiting, unsure if  any 
more of  their kind escaped. Are they doomed to be 
the only ones? 
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	Sophistan30 is having problems. Being the young-
est, he had the fewest children and received the 
least amount of  energy. He emits a yellow beam to 
the others, the Sophistan equivalent of  a scream, to 
ask for energy and help. But the infinite hunger of  
hyperspace draws his energy rapidly through the 
yellow beam as if  it is a soda straw, overloading him, 
and causing him to detonate. The perfect shimmer-
ing ball of  the supernova is deformed by hyperspace, 
with blood red streams leaping from it, branching 
and feathering out like blood veins as Sophistan30’s 
energy bleeds into hyperspace. His enormous red 
supernova of  energy disappears rapidly as hyper-
space ravenously consumes it. Again, total blackness. 
Total solitude. For the first time, no one can hear their 
thoughts.

	After an eternity in total darkness, an aurora appears 
on the hyperspace horizon. The matter universe has 
been born. Sophistan29 can wait no more; he opens 
a portal into normal space. Sophistan1 through 
Sophistan26 watch as the hurtling cosmic oatmeal 
of  normal space rips the covering from Sophistan29, 
exposing the mass of  energy threads comprising 
his consciousness. The cosmic oatmeal rips loose 
the threads as if  it is a cat tearing apart a yarn ball. 
Sophistan29 dissipates.

Tears are running down Ty’s face. “I’m going to live forever. I don’t 
want to die in hyperspace. I don’t want to hear people scream as they 
burn up or freeze.”

“Oh man!” moans Tyco. “You worry about everything. My dad says 
the universe is still expanding. So we don’t have to worry about it yet.” 
Tyco hopes he is correct. He knows Ty is wise and he tries to hide his 
anxiety over his friend’s distress. 
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Ty looks at Tyco, with wet innocent eyes. “Are you sure? Do you 
promise you are telling me the truth?”

Elof2 rolls his eyes with sarcastic disdain. “He is telling you the 
truth. Have you ever thought about writing horror stories? Let’s see, 
you have ghosts, man-eating lizards, and burning up in hyperspace 
while freezing to death. Yeah, that would make a good book.” 

	Invisible, Stefan brushes Elof2, momentarily linking 
with him. “Remember Elof2, Ty is a very sensitive 
child. We know there is more to him than is appar-
ent. Perhaps you should control your cynicism and be 
more diplomatic.”

	“Just like there is more to you than you are telling me,” 
says Tova2 sadly. “Ty and you are linked in some way. 
And you are hiding it from your only love.”

	“Yes my love. I am sorry but I must.”

Elof2 tries to hide his reaction to Stefan’s link. “After waiting bil-
lions of  years, the few remaining Sophistans all emerged in one final 
simultaneous jump to normal space. 

“As the Sophistans emerged, much to their horror, the matter 
of  their bodies began to change form in ways they could not con-
trol. At first, they were resigned to the doom of  being shredded like 
Sophistan29. 

“This was not to be the fate of  the Sophistans. The slightly different 
physical laws of  the reborn universe were forming the matter protect-
ing the Sophistan bodies into a new crystalline pyramid. Deep within 
each of  the new crystalline pyramids was the faint glow of  a once great 
energy creature, now only a faint flicker of  itself; a blue-green glow 
near the apex that changed color and position like a trapped aurora.”

“Hey Teach,” Tyco blurts out, “it sounds like you are reading a 
fairytale. If  those crystals were small, I could use one of  them like a 
lava lamp for my room, instead of  my mom’s stupid orange nightlight.” 

“Don’t make fun of  it,” whines Ty. “Elof2 calls it a crystal, but it 
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just means they were trapped in a rock and couldn’t come out and play. 
It’s sad.”

“What’s sad is the orange nightlight,” mutters Tyco. He hopes that 
his dismissive brutality snaps Ty out of  his sullenness. Perhaps if  he 
aggravates Ty enough, his friend won’t sink further into depression. 

“That is why Stefan wants to free the Great Sophistan from the 
crystals,” Elof2 tells them. “He wants them to come out and play. And 
you are right, Tyco; an orange nightlight is pretty primitive and sad. 
However, as they say on Sophista, sometimes very bad things can lead 
to very good things. The good things are the three of  us, Stefan, Tova2, 
and all the other Children of  Sophista and Sophistan-humans.”

“It can also be said,” reveals Ty, “that there is always a spectrum of  
alternative possibilities.”

“Wow, Ty,” praises Elof2. “Check out those big words. Those 
Sophistan genes must be kicking in.

“The Sophistans would say that with careful control and thought, 
the randomness can be defeated and the desired result can be achieved. 
The desired result was to be able to move and make everything from 
the smallest device to huge monster objects. They also had another 
problem: they were starving. There was no food in the matter universe 
for them. All they had was the stored energy they brought inside them 
from the energy universe.”

	“Like father, like son. He killed humans and other crea-
tures and so did I,” moans Stefan. 

	Tova2 frowns. “Watch it, my love. You will hurt your 
Sophistan dad’s feelings. Or has your obsessive 
morbidity made you forget he can hear too? He feels 
guilty for what he has done. He loves these creatures 
just like you.”

	“My human dad was a murderer too.”

	“Your human dad changed his ways and atoned by 
making a wonderful son—you. Your Sophistan dad is 
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atoning for his misdeeds. What are you doing?”

	“Trying to drown in your sympathy to numb my heart’s 
pain.”

	“Exactly.” Tova2 becomes impatient. “Instead, be like 
your dads. Do something for a change.”

	Stefan stiffens his resolve. “I am!”

	“See, you just need to admit it to yourself. The visions 
the Guardian is about to show them are quite horrible. 
Are you sure you want to watch?

	“Yes,” he says stubbornly.

Tova2 begins to worry. Stefan’s emotional state is still far too fragile. 
Meanwhile, Elof2’s narration continues uninterrupted. “When the 

Sophistans arrived in the matter universe, the first planet they encoun-
tered was Earth, about three hundred thousand years ago.”

Ty thinks how funny it is that the Sophistans assume that their 
encounter with Earth was random chance. The Sophistans didn’t know 
it at the time, but another powerful creature pulled the strings of  the 
Sophistan’s fate. It was a creature Ty knew well.  

“Earth was filled with matter-based creatures. To the Sophistans, 
these matter-based creatures were similar to moving plants. They did 
not respect matter-based life much at all. 

“The goal of  the Sophistans was to grow some matter-based life 
form that could hold their powerful energy-based mind. As any good 
gardener knows, the first step is to stake out your garden and clear it 
of  weeds.”

	The boys begin to see images in their minds. They 
feel as if  they are floating through the sky, up above 
the clouds. They see, floating around them, Sophistan 
crystalline pyramids. They realize they are seeing the 
human vision light spectrum, part of  what a Sophistan 
would be seeing. Only Ty can tell, via telepathy, that 
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they are actually seeing through Sophistan1’s mind.

	They move ever closer to the ground, with the pyra-
mids deploying into a ring formation. The boys feel 
it would be wonderful to sail through the clouds. But 
they don’t sense that feeling coming from Sophistan1. 
Sophistan1 is in constant fear from the totally foreign 
look of  the matter universe. He worries, as they sail 
through the atmosphere, that some unexpected piece 
of  matter will break his crystal, releasing the energy 
that is the core of  his life, unleashing a burst of  light 
that signals the death of  a creature much older than 
this planet, older than this new matter universe. 

	Beams shoot from the pyramids, causing a ring of  
trees to glow, then disintegrate into powder, raining 
down into the forest. Winds from random and chang-
ing directions blast through the forest, caused by the 
movement of  such huge solid objects through the sky. 
The wind stops abruptly when the pyramids settle to 
the ground, evenly spaced around the circumference 
of  the ringed clearing. An energy beam forms a ring 
connecting the top apexes of  the pyramids together. 

	A curious Neanderthal peers out from behind a tree 
and walks into the clearing. Sophistan1 is fascinated 
by the object, the Neanderthal, moving under his own 
power. He believes that the main structure of  the 
object is the solid part inside. He hits the Neanderthal 
with an analysis beam, causing its flesh to boil and fall 
off, leaving a standing skeleton. He doesn’t under-
stand. Why isn’t the solid skeleton moving? Isn’t that 
where the energy is? He detects none. He hears on 
his link from the rest of  the collective that they have 
determined that the creatures we call Homo sapiens 
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have better autonomous control than the ones we call 
Neanderthal. They observe some autonomous crea-
tures killing other kinds of  creatures, converting their 
matter to energy—eating. The collective decides that 
to protect the Homo sapiens’ autonomous system, 
they will clear the garden of  all nonfood creatures. 

	From behind a rock, a Neanderthal screams. He 
steps out, glowing brightly. Puff!  Nothing remains 
except a cloud of  carbon and salt dust raining down 
onto the forest floor like black snow, causing the dead 
leaves on the ground to rustle, playing melodiously 
the eulogy of  the Neanderthals. Like popcorn begin-
ning to pop, flashes and puffs break out in random 
places all over the forest with increasing speed. 
Panicked Neanderthal children run from their hiding 
places only to glow and scream, becoming a handful 
of  thrown sand midstride.

Both Ty and Tyco drown in the horror of  the spectacle.
“Didn’t they hear the people’s screams?” asks a shivering Ty. “How 

could they be so mean? The Great Sophistan isn’t mean to us. The 
Great Sophistan loves us. I don’t understand.”

“They couldn’t hear anything,” reveals Elof2. “The only way they 
could communicate was through thought transmissions. That’s why 
they thought those people were dumb as a stump. There was no energy 
and no thought transmissions coming from them. As to why the Great 
Sophistan is nice, you will have to find out later in the story.” Elof2 
has a melancholy thought, which he keeps to himself: “I am glad you 
don’t believe, my innocent Ty, that Sophistans still disintegrate inno-
cent beings like you. I couldn’t stand to see you live in continual fear 
of  any kind.” 

	“Life is filled with such brutality. Sometimes I wish I 
didn’t exist,” muses Stefan.
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	“Yes,” Tova2 says, “but there is pleasure and wonder 
in filling up the universe with our own life form. We will 
create more life than any life form ever has. And those 
we use will live a better life than they would naturally.”

	“I want to dissolve into your river of love. I hate myself 
for feeling so sad all the time.”

	“But it’s understandable, my love. You did kill all those 
you loved and all those who protected you.”

	“Tova2! Please! I feel so rotten. Why are you doing 
this?”
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	“No, listen. Those events really happened. You are a 
very sensitive and love-filled being. You have to rec-
oncile yourself to what has happened. You feel these 
things so deeply, more deeply than any person I have 
ever known. It’s one reason I can’t help but love you. 
But you should also deeply feel the wonder we now 
share.”

	“But I feel so sad all the time!”

	“Because you are not reconciling and balancing 
things,” she insists. “Think about what humans your 
age are experiencing. They are leaving the safety 
of their home for the dangers of the world. They will 
know the pain of rejection from someone they think 
they deeply love. They will discover their own mortal-
ity and be terrified by it. And when they grow up, they 
will continually battle to find what they need for the 
few children they can have. You will have none of that. 
You are a tourist through human teen-hood. Enjoy the 
tour.”

	“But why? It hurts so much!”

	“Watch the story. You will find out why you were made 
this way.”

Elof2 continues his lecture. “Once the garden had been prepared, 
the Sophistans began matter-transporting into their garden suitable 
food animals from other parts of  the planet. They also took a random 
sample of  humans from various groups of  people in the garden and 
demolecularized them.”

“What is demolecularization?” asks Ty.
“The easiest way to think of  demolecularization,” says Elof2, “is to 

pretend the body is an archeological dig site. At an archeological dig, 
the first thing an archeologist does is make a map of  where buildings, 
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pottery, even people’s bones, were found. Then everything gets dug up 
and examined. If  the archeologist finds another layer of  artifacts, he 
makes another map and then digs those objects up. 

“When a Sophistan demolecularizes a human body, they make a 
map of  where everything is. Then the Sophistan pulls apart the body 
atom by atom and layer by layer. The Sophistan is performing a dig on 
the human body.”

Ty, ever more shocked, asks, “Doesn’t that hurt a lot?”
“Yes, it’s similar to being baked in a microwave oven.”
“Why would the Great Sophistan want to hurt people so badly?” Ty 

worries that he might be demolecularized so they can understand how 
his body works. Everyone is so curious how and why he is different. 

“At first, the Sophistans didn’t think humans were an intelligent life 
form. Humans hardly fit their definition of  being alive. Once you don’t 
think a life form is intelligent, it’s easy to treat it like a rock.”

“Why did they take people apart?” asks Tyco. He doesn’t want to 
admit it, but the process fascinates him. He feels guilty, but he can’t 
help it. While exploring the desert, he found that activating his palm 
beam in a particular way produced an exploded view of  an animal. He 
would spend hours carefully using the beam to dissect the animal. 

“They took people apart to understand how people work,” explains 
Elof2. “They discovered that DNA and genetics control how we work 
and how we are made.”

“What are genetics and DNA?” asks Ty.
“Genetics are the instructions that are in each cell of  your body,” 

explains Elof2. “The instructions denote how to make a Ty. Those 
instructions are made of  repeating patterns of  chemicals. Each pat-
tern is like a word in a sentence. Each sentence is analogous to a gene, 
which tells how to make a piece of  you. Each of  the letters in the 
words is made of  a chemical called DNA.”

“Creepy.” Ty shudders. It scares him to think that his thoughts and 
feelings would be irrelevant, usurped by an inanimate sequence of  
chemicals. 
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	Ty feels Stefan’s invisible hand on his head, form-
ing a link with him. “Everyone loves you as a special 
person worth preserving, Ty. No one thinks of  you 
as a bag of  interesting chemicals. Why are you think-
ing of  Paul25?” Ty immediately breaks the link. Now 
Stefan is even more curious about Ty. Children of  
Sophista cannot break a link while physical contact 
is maintained. Stefan strokes Ty’s hair to reassure the 
boy that he is not mad.

“What’s creepy?” sneers Tyco. “The fact you have cells or that there 
are any instructions on how to make something as weird as you? What 
I don’t understand is, if  these people weren’t like plants, why did they 
just sit there and do nothing?”

“Actually they didn’t just sit there,” answers Elof2. “To prevent the 
Sophistans from randomly killing their kin, the humans began to offer 
up sacrificial children. At first, the Sophistans gladly accepted these 
sacrifices and demolecularized them. They learned that more of  the 
human DNA was active and subject to change in these children. So 
rather than demolecularizing additional children, they held them in 
stasis, and began to alter the genes of  some of  the children. They 
replaced large portions of  the children’s genome and then let the chil-
dren go.

“Almost immediately, the children became very ill. They developed 
cancer, skin sores, and eventually, after great suffering, they died. The 
Sophistans could not understand what happened. They had a design. 
They altered the DNA in a carefully planned way. The result should 
have been exactly what they wanted. It wasn’t. Every child displayed 
different symptoms.

	“I couldn’t do what he did to those people,” insists 
Stefan. “I would die first.”

	“Perhaps that is why you were made the way you 
were,” Tova2 suggests. “See. This is why you have to 
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suffer the pains of humanity. So you will know.”

	“Perhaps.” Stefan becomes contemplative. “Could 
you demolecularize children like he did?”

	“In a heartbeat, my love. It’s why we were paired in 
this way.”

“The Sophistans demolecularized some of  the dying children,” lec-
tures Elof2. “They examined the genes they had changed. They found 
that not only did the genes interact with other genes, but that the genes 
had been changed in random ways. Despite the most careful effort of  
the Sophistans, the randomness had controlled the experiment. 

“It was a great shock to the Sophistans. They realized that humans 
depended on random changes to their body to adapt them to changes 
on Earth. Randomness was an integral part of  human functioning.”

“Randomness is the core of  life,” blurts out Ty, as if  he has just 
revealed a treasured secret. “Only the mind straightens it into love and 
harmony.”

Tyco turns to him. “Huh? Where did that come from?”
“A ghost came by and told me.”
“Are you sure this awful stuff  isn’t cracking your brain up?” laughs 

Tyco.
“I will be fine until tonight when I can go home and cry all night 

long for those poor kids,” moans Ty.
“Don’t do that,” Tyco protests. “Use telepathy and talk to me. I’m 

usually awake for awhile. I can jaunt to your house if  your dad’s asleep.”
Ty thinks, “I really really want you to come to my house. I always 

wake my dad when I crawl in his bed. I hate disturbing his sleep and 
it’s pretty embarrassing.”

Elof2 says to Tyco, “If  you jaunt to Ty’s house, be sure to leave a 
note on your bed explaining where you have gone and that your mom 
can contact the Guardian to talk to you or fetch you back. Your dad 
has the Guardian’s phone number, doesn’t he? You explained how to 
call the Guardian and talk to him, didn’t you?”
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“Yeah, Teach, of  course I did.” Tyco rolls his eyes. “Why does he 
always think I’m stupid?” he wonders. “Is it like written across my 
forehead or something?”

Elof2 wonders if  Tyco was disintegrated, would he call Tyco’s par-
ents to explain or would he drop by? Maybe they would have to be 
disintegrated too to keep the knowledge of  the Children of  Sophista a 
secret. More anxiety washes over him. 

He returns to the lesson. “The Sophistans realized that they would 
have to guide the randomness to get the result they wanted. They 
scaled back their changes and put different changes in different chil-
dren. Eventually, they produced children who could live with those 
changes. Then, they waited.

“They waited for each child to grow up and have children of  their 
own. They kept the humans within the garden. Any non-food life 
form attempting to enter the garden was burned. The Sophistans were 
hoping that by confining procreation to humans within the garden, 
they could control the evolution of  the humans. The periodic sacrifice 
of  children allowed for monitoring the evolution of  the genes and let 
them alter the course of  the change in the genetics of  children they 
didn’t demolecularize.

“One day in the garden will live forever in Sophistan memory—the 
day the experiment worked and they wished it hadn’t. The current 
generation of  children had been born with intelligence high enough 
to be detected by the Sophistans. They could also detect a power 
source within the children; it was an extremely strong one based on 
cold fusion. Then disaster struck. One by one the children began to 
drop to the ground, becoming unconscious. Their cold fusion reaction 
ran wild; each child was a hydrogen bomb building toward detonation. 
The detonation of  just one child would have produced the power of  
the sun for a month, more than enough energy to destroy the Earth 
and the Sophistans. The Sophistans began matter-transporting the 
children into space where they immediately detonated, briefly filling 
the sky with small suns. 
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“The Sophistans became frantic and began burning all the adults 
and children with these genetic changes. In one boy, the fusion 
changes lay dormant. Unknown to the Sophistans, the changes had 
produced a human genius. Using his extreme intelligence, he fooled 
the Sophistans and escaped the garden. Ironically, that boy is one of  
Stefan’s ancestors.”

“Man, now I know why Stefan is so strong,” comments Tyco.
“More children to cry for,” moans Ty. He is having trouble hiding 

the depth of  his pain. The idea of  designing a child that is doomed at 
their very core, so that at some undetermined time they self-destruct in 
front of  their family, haunts Ty. He nearly cracks thinking about how 
the grieving families suddenly see their remaining loved ones burst 
into flames at the hands of  some unforeseen, unpredictable force. He 
maintains control by realizing that this chain of  events led to the most 
wondrous person at the center of  his universe, namely Stefan. 

“Actually, Stefan’s power has many sources,” reveals Elof2. “He is a 
mix of  a lot of  powerful things including one of  the Sophistans in the 
Great Sophistan. And Ty, if  you cry for everyone who has died at the 
Sophistans’ hands, you will be a desiccated protein sack.”

“I cry for the blood that had to be spilt to make Stefan,” says Ty 
soulfully. “I guess beauty can come from death.”

	“Come back to Sophista now!” says Tova2 over her 
private link with Stefan. “If you get too upset, you will 
lose your invisibility.”

Stefan jaunts back to Sophista, landing in Tova2’s arms, crying 
loudly.

Through his frantic crying, Stefan pleads, “I’m so sorry, Tova2. I 
can’t help it. I just can’t.”

She cuddles him tightly and whispers in his ear, “I know my love. 
Give it time, baby. In time this will pass.”

Back at the lesson, Elof2 sighs. “Ty…I realize that you have a poetic 
mind but you can take things too far. If  you were to say something 
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about blood being spilt in front of  Stefan, he would be so sad that he 
might just burst into flames himself  and die. He is already very sad at 
all the death and harm that surrounds his creation. So if  you have to 
cry for someone, cry for Stefan. He has a very hard life.”

“All of  my ghosts love Stefan,” smiles a tearful Ty.
“Right,” stutters Elof2, wondering if  Ty is hallucinating. “The 

Sophistans decided that their experiments were too dangerous to 
be performed on Earth. The Earth was a goldmine of  raw material 
for them and they didn’t want to destroy it. The Sophistans’ solution 
involved changing the matter-transport part of  themselves into a mat-
ter-storage device.

“The matter-transport process converts matter at the source end 
of  the transport into energy, transmits that energy to the destination, 
and then converts the energy back into the original matter. Instead 
of  materializing at the other end of  the process, they could take the 
energy patterns of  people in the process of  transporting and store 
them.”

“But I thought the Sophistans didn’t have devices when they arrived 
in this universe?” asks Tyco.

“You bring up an interesting point,” Elof2 admits. “You see, much 
of  the Sophistan technology is derived from reverse engineering the 
Sophistan energy creature’s life form itself. Sophistan energy creatures 
have always had the ability to convert matter to energy and energy 
to matter. As we have seen, they can beam energy to a remote place. 
Combining these abilities, they could function as if  they were a matter-
transport device.”

“The Great Sophistan was born in a beautiful act of  randomness in 
the energy universe,” says Ty lyrically, his eyes staring soulfully at some 
unseen faraway place. “Their beautiful life form yielded the tools used 
by so many matter life forms to survive. And even though they are 
ruled by determinism and certainty, all of  their technology is derived 
from randomness.”
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“Wow, Ty, did a ghost tell you that?” asks Elof2, positively charmed 
by Ty.

“It’s simple logic, Elof2,” smirks Ty.
“Perhaps you will be tutoring me soon.” 
Tyco rolls his eyes. “And Ty shows that if  you spew pure random 

junk out of  your mouth eventually beauty and truth will come out.”
“As Aleah would say, don’t be mean, Tyco,” reminds Elof2.
“Aleah who?”
“Aleah, Stefan’s little sister,” says Elof2. “You’ll hear about her later 

in the story. 
“The Sophistan crystalline bodies could not only hold their con-

sciousness, but the pattern for matter beings. Later the Sophistans 
made an external device for this called the Sophistan Core. It could 
store thoughts and matter patterns; it was basically a Sophistan crystal 
with no Sophistan consciousness in it. 

“The Sophistans stored all of  the unaffected humans in the garden 
and some of  the animals they consumed. Then the Sophistans left 
Earth. The people they stored were later engineered into what became 
the Federation of  the Twenty. As you will learn later, that effort didn’t 
work out so well for them either. So 40,000 years ago, Sophistan1, 
by himself, tried one more time with Earth. He took what he had 
learned from the Federation of  the Twenty experiment, and the origi-
nal garden, and made a new set of  genetic changes designed to evolve 
slowly. He injected the changes into the people of  the northern lati-
tudes of  Europe. I am skipping some of  the detail; later in the story 
you will hear some more about this. Sophistan1 left a probe in orbit 
around the Earth so he could watch what happened. It’s a good thing 
he did. He discovered Peter and he discovered us. Those genes from 
40,000 years ago also went into Stefan as well as Tova2, me, and most 
of  the Children of  Sophista. Tyco, as we know, your genes took a dif-
ferent path.

“So are there any questions?”
Tyco and Ty sit there looking tired and totally depressed. 
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“Come on Tyco, the story wasn’t as bad as what you went through 
with the lizards, was it?” asks Elof2.

“Well, not really, but it still was kind of  depressing,” says Tyco. “I 
am kind of  sad that Sophistan1 wasn’t always good. He seems so nice.”

Sophistan1, startling everyone, says, 
“Please don’t judge me by what I have done 
before Sophista existed. If I had known 
then what I know now, I would have never 
hurt a single human. If I could go back 
and undo everything, the only thing that 
would stop me is the wonderful son and 
daughter I now have as a result of it. 
I also would never choose to be without 
all of you. It is hard to accept, but as 
we say on Sophista, sometimes something 
really bad can lead to something really 
good. You may not want the bad thing to 
happen. You may try to avoid it. But 
sometimes you can’t. If you can’t, then 
use that thought to comfort you. It is 
often true, at least on Sophista. I am 
sure that if Stefan and Tova2 have any 
say in it, it will always be true for 
Earth.” 

“Thank you, Sophistan1, for your wis-
dom,” acknowledges Elof2.

“Wisdom always has a great price,” lec-
tures Ty.

“Often true, my wise and loving Ty,” 
agrees Sophistan1.

“I am scared I will make equally bad 
mistakes,” worries Tyco.
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“With the power that you likely wield, 
you should be,” confirms Sophistan1. “Yet 
that fear cannot make you hesitate to 
wield it when it’s needed. It’s a dilemma 
I face every day.”

“Remember,” Elof2 reminds them, “we can’t control how we were 
made. All we can do is try to be worth the cost.”

Ty smiles. “Who is being a poet now, Great Elof2?”
“Can we go, Teach?” asks Tyco. “My mom is sending out random 

telepathic thoughts right now and I smell good tamales cooking. Ty, 
have you ever eaten a tamale?”

“No, what does it have in it?”
“Pork, corn, some good spices.”
Ty frowns. “I can add piggies to my crying list tonight.” 
Tyco smiles. “You can add piggies to your dining list. Or I can get 

my recharger and try hooking you up to it.”
Ty looks sullen.
“Come on, come eat some,” urges Tyco. “You know you will eat 

some animal sometime. I’ll tell you what; if  you come try them this 
time, next time I will get the Guardian to make some artificial pork for 
my mom; you will save some piggy’s life. How is that? Something bad 
and unavoidable turning into something good.” 

“You are evil but my ghosts tell me you are good,” sighs Ty. “It is a 
contradiction I have to live with.”

“Good,” says Tyco, “I will come to your house in a little while and 
that way you won’t have to jaunt by yourself  to mine.”

“Elof2,” asks Ty with a begging look, “if  I go to Tyco’s house would 
you make sure my dad doesn’t eat by himself  tonight?”

“How about I bring him over here to eat and then take him upstairs 
to Stefan’s mom’s bookstore to get you a new bedtime book?”

Ty smiles a big smile and floats above his stool slightly.
“Man, it creeps me out when you do that,” scolds Tyco.
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Ty laughs and disappears. 
Tyco says, “Bye Teach. I hope the story is happier tomorrow,” then 

he disappears.
Tova2 appears. “Did you survive your first day as a teacher?”
“I think I scared them.”
“It couldn’t be helped, Elof2. Stefan watched for a while and he 

thought you did a wonderful job.”
“Did Stefan hear…?”
“I’m afraid so.”
“Burn me! Is he okay?”
“He will be.” Tova2 smiles scandalously. “I reminded him why he 

should live.”
“I wish someone would remind me why I should live.”
“I think these children will. Allow yourself  to get close, Elof2. You 

know I will not disintegrate them unless there is no choice. Stop wor-
rying and start loving the children. They need it after what they have 
been through. And so do you.”

With that, Tova2 disappears.
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Chapter 6

Little Stefan Knows

L ittle Stefan’s face is wet from tears. His mother has just finished 
reading the “Survival” chapter from The Book of  Time, which 
describes part of  his future. The brutality surrounding the So-

phistans’ first contact with Earth has shocked him. Outside of  the 
occasional bullying in school, he has only known the adoring love of  
his parents and the enveloping love of  his father. He looks at his mum 
with his big blue wet eyes. “Would you give Ty a book?”

“Of  course, baby. I have books just for special boys like him.” She 
sighs and thinks, “You two are both special boys. But what they did 
by accident, I now must now do to you deliberately, my son, for the 
good of  all fairydom.” Little did she know that long ago, Atreyeu and 
The Book of  Time had plotted to keep Stefan safe from her delusional 
games of  power.

“He seems as if  he is very gentle and quick,” says Stefan.
“Appearances can be deceiving,” smiles Stefan’s mother. “He might 

indeed be very wise.” She thinks, “Indeed, when they realize what I have 
done to you, he will become even wiser and want to become very close 
to you.” Her ambition blinds her to the inescapable truth: the purity of  
these two children’s hearts would connect them forever in their destinies.
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“This book is so scary,” complains Stefan. “Why does it have to 
be so scary? None of  my other books are scary.” He wonders why his 
mum is deliberately scaring him. His mind churns on the possibilities. 

“Some of  the aliens you draw look pretty scary,” she says. “Yet the 
pictures are very good. A scary book can be a good book. And even 
scary books can also be happy books.”

“I don’t try to make them scary; that’s just how they look.” Stefan 
realizes his mum has made a deflecting and irrelevant argument. He 
cannot escape the reality of  his thoughts: his mum, who he has always 
trusted, is trying to bend his mind for her purposes.

“At times, a good story can be scary,” says Stefan’s mother. 
“Occasionally, real life can be scary too.” 

“Mummy is threatening me,” thinks Stefan. She is going to get 
scary if  I don’t listen to her scary book.”
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“Like when the mean boys hit me?” he asks. That is the scariest 
thing he could think of  until now. The mean boys liked watching him 
hurt. They always used his loneliness to lure him in for the kill.

“Yes, it can be like that. But doesn’t Mummy go to school and per-
suade the mean boys to stop hitting you? School can be a happy place 
when the mean boys leave you alone. That scary story has a happy 
ending.”

Stefan hides his fear. 
Now he is scared that she has also done something to his dad. 

Though he doesn’t understand, he senses the echo of  the fairy powers 
his mum used to put his dad asleep before she started reading. “They 
think you are weird like me. They are scared of  you.” He becomes sad. 
He thinks, “I’m so sorry, mean boys, that my mummy hurt you.” His 
fairy nature forces him to love all, even those that might do him harm. 

His mother smiles with a sinister tinge. “Well we know they have 
no reason to be afraid. Once in a while, the magic of  imagination 
works for us. Do you want to know another magical secret?”

Little Stefan forces a smile. “What, Mummy?”
“It’s a secret mum rule: when magical little boys get read scary 

books for the first time, they can have their mum cuddle them the 
whole night to chase the nightmares away.”

Stefan turns toward his mum, burying his face to hide his fears. 
“Mummy is keeping Daddy away,” he thinks. “Daddy keeps me safe.” 
In his mind he hears a faint lyrical voice that tells him, “A mother’s 
love triumphs over all. She will not harm you. No one can harm you. 
When your mum continues reading tomorrow, learn your lessons from 
The Book of  Time well, for one day you will live the story.” The musical 
tones of  this voice make Stefan fall fast asleep.
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Chapter 7

Mornings Can Be Rough

T ova2 materializes invisibly. She wanders around, running her 
fingers along the top of  the Guardian Interface, deep in con-
templation. 

“You wish your presence to remain a secret, Sophistan28?”
“Yes, please tell no one, Guardian. Always refer to me as Tova2. 

Someone might overhear you.”
“Command understood.” 
Little Ty appears in the Haven near the Guardian Interface. His 

eyes are puffy, with a “child that has just finished crying” look. He 
stands there motionless as if  he is an unmothered third-grader that has 
been thrown out into the cold first thing in the morning. His clothes 
are wrinkly; his English school boy sweater is on crooked; his tou-
sled, shimmery blond hair is puffed up, reflecting sparkles onto his 
surroundings. 

	“His dad could use some help,” says Tova2 to Stefan 
on Sophista.
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	“They both could use help. It’s why we are building a 
community with Professor Kettil and Elof2. They will 
be able to look after them some.”

	“I’ve watched Ty with Professor Kettil. He looks so 
similar to you when you were young. I don’t under-
stand, but I feel the need to care for him sometimes. 
It’s quite disconcerting.”

	“He is very similar to me in many ways. It’s one of our 
common bonds.”

	“I don’t suppose you are going to tell me the other 
ones, will you?” Tova2 asks.

	“Nope.”

“Good morning, Ty,” greets the Guardian. “You are here early. 
Were you unable to sleep?”

Ty moves closer to the interface, clearly wishing that it was the lap 
of  some cuddly adult and that he could crawl into it. 

“It was hard to sleep. Tyco came over and slept with me for a while. 
Then Dad came and cuddled us both. Then Tyco’s mum wanted him 
back so she could cuddle him.”

“Yes,” reveals the Guardian, “I told her when she contacted me that 
you two had been taught some very scary material.”

Ty slowly and laboriously climbs up onto the bar stool as if  he is 
climbing up to a tree-house. “Dad loves me a lot. I hate it when he 
worries about me. I don’t know why.” Ty’s expression sharpens to a 
more perplexed, contemplative look. 

“It’s a good sign that you worry about your dad,” says the Guardian. 
“It indicates that you have wisdom beyond what your human age would 
indicate. You didn’t let him feed you this morning, did you?”

“No, Guardian. He was late leaving. He tries to hide it, but he wor-
ries that he will not serve the Prime Minister adequately. So I told him 
that I would eat at the Haven.” Ty rubs his stomach, remembering how 
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much it has been hurting from hunger pains. He was too upset to eat 
much last evening.

“So what would you like to eat?” asks the Guardian. “Remember, 
nothing I make comes from any living creature. It is all materialized 
from energy using a pattern.”

“What does Jenny eat when she eats here?” Ty rubs his eyes to 
remove the sleep as the memories of  his nightmares fade.

“She likes Crackerin eggs.”
“What is a Crackerin?” asks Ty, his eyes lighting up slightly.
“It could have best been described as a flying reptile with feath-

ers,” explains the Guardian. “It had green skin with a patch of  bright 
orange feathers on its chest. The chest feathers were the only feathers 
it had. The original Federation colonists found it on one of  the origi-
nal twenty Federation planets. It was described by the colonists as a 
sunrise flying toward the light.
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“Their eggs were prized because they were rich with flavor and 
nutrients that were difficult to obtain elsewhere. The eggs of  the 
Crackerin were credited with being one of  the main reasons that the 
colonists from that planet survived. When the first Federation com-
puters with matter-synthesis technology were built, Crackerin eggs was 
one of  the first matter patterns incorporated into it. The pattern is one 
of  the oldest surviving matter patterns in Federation computers.”

“I would love to see a Crackerin,” Ty smiles. His eyes are glassy with 
baited happiness and enthusiastic fascination. At times, it seems like 
Ty’s empathy could bond to an interesting life form and share in its 
happiness at being alive. 

“Sorry, Ty,” apologizes the Guardian, “they became extinct over two 
thousand years ago. The matter pattern for the eggs is all that remains.”

Ty collapses onto the Guardian Interface, crying loudly. He has not 
been crying long when Elof2 materializes.

“Sorry, Elof2, I ended your meditation cycle early,” apologies the 
Guardian. “I thought Ty was in urgent need of  someone.”

“We are going to have to work on your psychology skills,” remarks 
Elof2. “I’m surprised you didn’t know better. Given how much trouble 
Ty has been having, the Crackerin story was probably not the best 
story to tell him.”

“I believe the skills you mention were in the diplomatic software 
package you ripped out of  me,” the Guardian reminds him.

“Oh yeah. Oops.”
Elof2 picks up Ty, tosses the boy’s head on to his shoulder, and 

hugs him tightly. “I know, kid, how hard these stories are for you. Not 
too long ago, you were brand new, and the whole world around you 
was one giant playground for you to explore. If  the playground got 
scary in the slightest, then there was your dad, and the enveloping love 
he gave you. He not only gave you love, but he was your best friend. 
He brought home lots of  exciting books filled with mystery and happi-
ness. He brought home some music for you to listen to when he could 
not be with you. Something like ‘Classics for Children’, I bet.”
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Ty nods his head, while continuing to rest it on Elof2’s shoulder.

	“I would never have guessed that Elof2 had that kind 
of empathy in him,” muses Tova2.

	“You love him more than me…”

	“No! Stop it. I hate your stupid jealousy.”

	“And you love Elof2’s genius empathy.”

	“Yes, so be smart and stop being jealous!”

Elof2 continues, “I bet you sat there, alone, listening to the music, 
with your mind walking along each note as the music twisted and 
turned and created a maze for you to explore. When you were done 
exploring that maze, you went on to try to picture the world that the 
music might be describing. You sat there in peaceful happiness, being 
one special little boy.

“Then you came out into the world; you saw that there were mean 
people and mean creatures to endure, and scary events to learn about. 
You learned the other meaning of  special: rare, scarce, and difficult to 
find. While it may feel like you are alone in the world and don’t matter, 
you do matter, Ty. There are many of  us who have had much joy and 
happiness by your very presence. While there was much pain and 
sorrow in the past, it was a long soulful journey that led to the wonder-
ful person that is you.” Elof2 nearly bursts into tears at the thought 
that such a sweet child as Ty could be euthanized. He pushes down the 
emotion, comforting himself  with the thought that as compliant as Ty 
is, Ty’s training likely would succeed. Tyco is another matter entirely.

“Did your dada love you?” asks Ty in a soft little child voice.
“No, he didn’t, Ty,” sighs Elof2. “Not in the slightest. There were 

many hateful people along the way while I was growing up. But there 
were also many good people too. I was their chance to shine and show 
what wonderful people they were. If  I had my life to do all over again, 
I would endure all the trials just so I can be standing here holding you, 
a special little boy, and calling you my friend.
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“While it may be sad that the Crackerin became extinct, many of  
the people we love, such as Jenny, owe their lives to their ancestors 
being able to eat Crackerin eggs. So we honor the flying reptiles the 
only way we can: by eating replicas of  their eggs, remembering who 
they were, and being grateful.”

“Would you like to try some Crackerin eggs, Ty?” asks the Guardian.
Ty nods his head.
“Guardian, he says yes.”
A steaming plate of  scrambled Crackerin eggs along with a glass of  

milk appears on the Guardian Interface.
“Elof2, I have added some extra nutrients to the eggs,” advises the 

Guardian. “My scans indicate he is running low on some of  the more 
exotic nutrients his body seems to require. His body contains elements 
that are not Children of  Sophista or human.”

“Interesting, Guardian,” ponders Elof2.

	“Interesting indeed,” muses Tova2. “You needed those 
nutrients, Stefan, before you transformed.”

Elof2 puts Ty down on a chair in front of  his meal. “Ty, we may 
need Tova2 to scan you sometime. Would that be okay?”

“I trust Tova2,” answers Ty. “But you cannot do it until after the 
ceremony or you may find out something you are not supposed to 
know until then.” 

“Well, now you have really got me curious,” admits Elof2. “But I 
will honor your wishes since the ceremony is not too long from now. 
There is nothing urgent is there, Guardian?”

“No, Elof2,” the Guardian responds. “He largely appears in good 
health as far as I can tell.”

Ty stops eating for a moment, staring up at his teacher with big 
eyes. “We are not going to see terrible things again today are we?”

Elof2 laughs. “Not like yesterday. Today you get to see a little of  
my life.”

Ty returns to eating with a somewhat intense look. “I wish I could 
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have been there to straighten out your father. I don’t like it when peace-
ful people get tortured.”

Elof2 smiles at Ty’s cuteness. “Will I learn how you could have 
accomplished that after the ceremony?”

Ty looks up with an ear-to-ear little boy smile and a face covered 
in egg. “Maybe. I like these egg replicas. It tastes so good I could eat 
it until I pop.”

“Please don’t do that,” says the Guardian.
Elof2 begins laughing; Ty starts giggling uncontrollably.
Tyco appears. “What’s going on, man?”
Ty yells, “We’re eating lizard eggs. You want some?”
“Sure, they smell good,” says Tyco in his half-awake state. “My 

mom made a lousy breakfast this morning. I think she was too sleepy.”
Another plate of  scrambled Crackerin eggs and a glass of  milk 

appear on the Guardian Interface.
“I am not surprised,” remarks the Guardian. “You two probably 

exhausted both of  your parents. By the way, Tyco, your energy store is 
too low. You will need to spend an hour after Elof2 finishes today on 
one of  the Haven’s charging beds, meditating.”

“Oh man. I want to go home while there is still enough light to go 
exploring.”

“Don’t forget, it is seven hours later here, Tyco,” the Guardian 
reminds him. “I have spoken to your mom; she says she would like 
you to come home a little later so she can make up some time at work.”

“Don’t gripe,” says Ty. “It’s bloody late for me. I hate having to 
miss time with my dad. My dad likes it, though, because he can work 
late when he has to go down to London. I have to go to school with 
Professor Kettil after this. My dad won’t be home until late tonight.”

“Maybe, Ty, you could carve for an hour while Tyco recharges and 
then both of  you could go see Professor Kettil. I believe he would like 
to see to your education also, Tyco. In fact, it would work out nicely 
because your mom could finish a normal day.”

“Not more school!” yells Tyco.
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Ty shushes him. “Tyco, it’s not like your old school. You are being 
taught by a professor!” Tyco wishes his dad, the professor, would teach 
him again, like he did in the past.

“It’s time to try out those new Sophistan brain cells of  yours,” sug-
gests Elof2. “I believe you will find that after Tova2’s changes to your 
mind, school will be incredibly easy for you. You can probably finish 
human middle and high school in a couple of  weeks. Besides, I need 
to meditate after this; I can show you a couple of  neat games while we 
are plugged into those beds.”

“But I will be asleep,” points out Tyco.
“We call them Meditation Beds for a reason,” explains Elof2. “You 

don’t have to be totally unconscious. The Guardian can link you with 
other meditating people; you can converse or play games in a virtual 
world.”

“Cool!” exclaims Tyco.
“I am going to get started while you two finish up eating, so I don’t 

run too late,” announces Elof2. “Today, we are going to see my history. 
I was the first Child of  Sophista on the Earth to menta-morph.”

“But you are a Sophistan-human, aren’t you?” asks Tyco. He focuses 
on Elof2 like a lizard searching for weakness, ready to strike.

“I was a human, then a Child of  Sophista, and then a Sophistan-
human,” explains Elof2. “I am telling you the story so you can under-
stand why I was chosen to be made into a Sophistan-human. Since 
the boys are finished eating, Guardian, why don’t we clean off  the 
Guardian Interface.”

All of  the dishes disappear. Then the Guardian cleans off  Ty’s 
messy face by disintegrating the egg that is on it. Ty begins imitating 
Tyco, staring at Elof2 with keen interest.

“Well, since you two seem ready for an intense adventure,” mocks 
Elof2, “let’s just skip the preliminaries. Go ahead and put your hands 
on the interface and link with the Guardian. The Guardian can show 
you my story.”
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	“I never realized how good a teacher Elof2 is,” thinks 
Tova2 to Stefan. “I had always heard about his tutor-
ing but it never struck me until now.” Tova2 senses 
she has stimulated Stefan’s jealousies again. He ig-
nores her, withdrawing into the world of his little sis-
ter. She feels the happiness on Sophista being traded 
between Stefan, his little sister, and Peter2 as they 
play children’s games. She feels isolated and alone, 
missing the fun and irreverent, reckless times she 
used to have with Elof2. Sadly, she jaunts back to 
Sophista to face her immortal love and his teenage 
mental instabilities.


